Minutes for the CVSS SIG meeting – 11/14/2006 Meeting:
This meeting was held on Tuesday, November 14, 2006
Conference Call

Attending: Seth Hanford, Barrie Brook, Gavin Reid, Mike Scheck, Peter Mell, Art Manion, Karen Scarfone, Tim Keanini, George Theall, Sasha Romanosky, Robin Sterzer

Agenda/Discussion:

1) Report status on action items from previous meeting on, 10/24/06:
   a. Karen/Peter – Progress on CVSS equations – Sent out the new proposed equation position last night. It has been split into two problems. Peter will think about how to set up a calculator. George will assist on a potential web based calculator. Also Peter and Karen will look at a few samples scored both ways.
   b. Gavin/Peter – Set up meetings with Oracle to discuss scoring. – Gavin has sent emails to Mary, but no meetings have been set up.
   c. Gavin – Follow up on the confidentiality plus issues with Oracle – See 1b.
   d. Peter – Follow up with IPA on the issues they are seeing with scoring discrepancies. – Analysts are working with IPA. They will be meeting in mid-December
   e. Team – Provide Gavin with your name and title (as how you would like it to be presented) to be placed on the FIRST webpage. – Reminder

2) CVSS Structure, Strategy and Process:
   a. Methodology for incorporating feedback into CVSS – N/A
   b. Comparison on CVSS Scores – N/A

3) Administrative:
   a. CVSS v1.x documentation status update and proposed changes –
      i. Proposals #11 and 12 up for vote – Both have been voted on and have passed.

4) Roundtable: Updates/Needs/Questions
   Gavin and Barry – Both thank Peter and his team for all the work they have done for CVSS

Action Items:

1) Karen/Peter – Progress on CVSS equations
2) Peter/George – Research a creation of a web based calculator
3) Peter/Karen – Take a sample of a few vulnerabilities and score them both ways
4) Gavin – Set up meetings with Oracle to discuss scoring.
5) Gavin – Follow up on the confidentiality plus issues with Oracle